Everyday Speech from Sailors of Yesterday
arrive To reach one’s destination is to arrive. It was
once a purely nautical expression, and it comes from
the Latin “arripare,” which means to come to shore.

gadget—any mechanical device whose proper name

doesn’t come immediately to mind. It is said to date
back to the 1850s and was originally a sailors’ slang
word for when they couldn’t remember the name of
some piece of equipment or part of a ship. It is thought
to come from the French word gâchette, which means
“catchpiece of a mechanism.”

Christopher Columbus arriving in the New World

windfall—a sudden, unexpected piece of good fortune

This woodsman is enjoying his unexptected windfall. or personal gain. Back in the age of sail, the availability of

tall, straight trees was very important, as they were needed
to make the masts on sailing ships. The British government reserved acres and acres of forests in England and in
the American colonies just for this purpose to maintain
their massive navy ﬂeet. Regular citizens were allowed to
get timber from these forests as long as the didn’t disturb
any trees marked with three axe strikes, which represented the king’s broad arrow and were used to mark government property, as these were the best trees being saved for
the navy. If there was a strong wind or storm, however, and
would be allowed to take it. Getting this unexpected gift
of the prized fallen tree became known as a windfall.

Knowing the Ropes
PHOTO BY HAMILTON MOORE

Nautical speech can sometimes
sound like a foreign language. Listening
to sailors talk, you will recognize words we
use all the time, but that have a completely
different meaning. For example, the “sheet” on a
sail is a line. A “line” on a ship is any rope you use to
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pull or heave on. And, if you think sailing ships had lots of
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ropes onboard—think again. Most sailors say that there
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are only seven ropes on a ship. If you think you know them,
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e-mail us at editorial@seahistory.org.
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